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( $U$ $\chi$ )
$\mathcal{D}_{z}(M)$ $\zeta$
$\mathcal{D}_{\zeta}(M)$ $z=g(\zeta)$ $z$
$\zeta$ $a$ $g(\zeta)\sim a/\zeta(\zetaarrow 0)$

















$ss-\partial$-saddle connection $($ $2(a)$ $b)$ ,
$ss-\partial$-saddle $($ $2(a)$ $c)$
$\partial$-saddle connection( 2(a) e),
$\partial$-saddle( 2(a) d)
2(a) $h$ . saddle point
saddle point ss-saddle connection( 2(a) f)













$2(b)-(d)$ l-source-sink ( )
ss-saddle connection diagram 1-source-sink
saddle conneciton diagram
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2: (a) $a$ . ss-orbit; $b.$ $ss-\partial$-saddle connection;
$c.$ $ss-\partial$-saddle; $d.$ $\partial$-saddle; $e.$ $\partial$-saddle connection; $f$. ss-saddle connection; $g$ . closed orbit;
$h$ . saddle point; $i$ . homoclinic saddle connection. (b) $\mathcal{D}_{\zeta}(0)$
( ) $I$ . $ss-\partial$-saddle connections
(c) $I$ homoclinic saddle point ss-saddle







$(A_{0})$ ss-orbit homoclinic saddle connection ss-saddle
connection
$(A_{2})$ ss-orbit $ss-\partial$-saddle connection
$\partial$-saddles
$(B_{0})$ closed orbit - saddle point 8 homo-
clinic
$(B_{2})$ closed orbit $\partial$-saddles
$\partial$-saddle connection
(C) 2$k$ $(k>0)$ $\partial$-saddles $\partial$-saddles
$\partial$-saddle connection
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3: 5 (a) $A_{0}$












I-l) $A_{0},$ $A_{2},$ $B_{0},$ $B_{2},$ $C$ $I$
I-2) $B_{0}$ $B_{2}$ $C$
$A_{2}$
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4: (a) $IA_{0}A_{2}$ $IA_{2}A_{0}$ (b) $IA_{2}C$





















$A_{2}$ $C$ $I$- $IA_{2}C$ $ICA_{2}$
4(b) $IA_{2}C$
$ICA_{2}$
(ICA2) $\subset(IA_{2}C)$ $C$ $I$
$IA_{2}$
$CA_{2}\leq A_{2}C$
$A_{0}A_{2}=A_{2}A_{0},$ $A_{0}C=CA_{0},$ $A_{2}B_{0}=B_{0}A_{2},$ $A_{2}B_{2}=B_{2}A_{2}$
$B_{0}A_{0}\leq A_{0}B_{0},$ $B_{2}A_{0}\leq A_{0}B_{2},$ $CA_{2}\leq A_{2}C,$
$B_{2}B_{0}\leq B_{0}B_{2},$ $B_{0}C\leq CB_{0}$ $B_{2}$ $C$
[6]
$s,$ $t$ , u# $W(s, t, u)=$
$(B_{0})^{s}(B_{2})^{t}(C)^{u}$ $O$-
3.1. $\mathcal{D}_{\zeta}(M)$ $O$ -
$k\geq 1,$ $\mathcal{S}_{m},$ $t_{m}\geq 0(m=1, \ldots, k)$ $u_{m}>0(m=1, \ldots, k-1)$
$OW(s_{1}, t_{1}, u_{1})\cdots W(s_{k-1}, t_{k-1}, u_{k-1})W(s_{k}, t_{k}, 0)$. (1)
$t_{m}>0(m<k)$ $M=1+ \sum_{m=1}^{k-1}(\mathcal{S}_{m}+t_{m}+u_{m})+s_{k}+t_{k}$
$I$- $II$-
3.2. $p,$ $q,$ $r$ $\mathcal{D}_{\zeta}(M)$
$I$ - $p+r>0$ $k\geq 1,$ $s_{m},$ $t_{m}\geq 0(m=1, \ldots, k)$
$u_{m}>0(m=1, \ldots, k-1)$





$II$ - $k\geq 1,$ $s_{m},$ $t_{m}\geq 0(m=1, \ldots, k)$ $u_{m}>0(m=1, \ldots, k-1)$
$II(A_{0})^{p}W(s_{1}, t_{1}, u_{1})\cdots W(s_{k-1}, t_{k-1}, u_{k-1})W(s_{k}, t_{k}, 0)$ . (3)
$t_{m}>0(m<k)$ $M=p+ \sum_{m=1}^{k-1}(s_{m}+t_{m}+u_{m})+s_{k}+t_{k}$
$M$ $p,$ $q,$ $r,$
$s_{m},$ $t_{m},$ $u_{m}$ $M$
[6] $M=1$ $M=2$
4(c) $O$-
$O$- $B_{2}$ $b_{2}$ $B_{2}$














nalization ($VP$ ) [1]
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Algorithm 1 $0$-
Require: $M+1$ $D$ saddle connection diagram
$i\Leftarrow M$
while $D$ saddles $\partial$-saddles $(i.e. i\neq 0)$ do
















5: (a) (b) ( ). ( ).
( )
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Algorithm 2 I- $II$-
Require: $M$ $D$ ss-saddle connection diagram
$i\Leftarrow M$
while l-source-sink $\partial$-saddle connections homoclinic saddles
do















if $D$ ss- $\partial$-saddles then
ss-saddle







while $D$ $ss-\partial$-saddles do
ss- $\partial$-saddles $D$ $O_{i}=A_{2}$
$i\Leftarrow i-1$
end while










$y$ $L_{y}=4$ , 1:4 $x$
1024, $y$ 256 4 4
$5\cross 10^{-4}$ $VP$
$10^{-3}$








6 $t=5.5$ $t=11$ $t=12.6$






$(c)$ $time=7.7$ Word: $IA_{\{}A{}_{0}C$
$*$77
$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{\backslash 1l}^{1\emptyset}\theta\emptyset g$
$(d)$ $time=8.8$ Word: $IA_{\{}A{}_{0}CC$
$(e)$ $time=11.8$ Word: $IA{}_{0}CCB_{0}$
$\# 12/\infty$
$(f)$ $time=12.6$ Word: $IA_{0}A{}_{0}CCB_{0}$
saw
$*\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{\gamma}^{1\emptyset}\theta Qg,$




$($ $6(a))$ $ICCB_{0}$ $CCB_{0}$
$\partial$-saddle connection





t $=$ 8.8 $($ $6(d))$
$C$
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